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Foreward

This paper discusses key concepts for building a needs assessment infonnation

system and is intended to help answer the following questions: Who determines

that a need exists? Whose needs will be assessed? What needs will be assessed?

What information about needs is required for the assessment" The paper has been

extracted from the Needs Assessment Information System document that was pre-

pared by Drs. G. Roger Sell and JoAn Segal in August, 1977, and we believe it

can be a valuable resource to persons responsible for planning and conducting

community impact studies.

Dr. J. Frank Armijo and Dr. Sidney S. Micek

Co-Directors
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I. Conteptual Framework for

A Needs Assessment Information System

This section presents the central concepts that underlie the design of a needs

assessment information system (NAIS). These concepts are: need, needs assess-

ment, management, and information system.

Need

McMahon (1970), Lenning (1978), and Burton and Merrill (1977) and Witkin (1975)

have summarized the literature of needs and the definitions associated with

the term. Although one concept of need, exemplified by Maslow (1970), conceives

of it as a constantly motivating force in the lives of all people, moving them

to increasingly advanced levels in a hierarchy of needs, most users of the

term are speaking of a gap--a difference between some existing state and some

ideal or satisfactory state. Lenning tries to incorporate both of these con-

cepts in his definition:

A need is a necessary or desirable condition, state or situation- -
whether it be a needed end result that is actuality (met need) or
a discrepancy that needs to be closed between a current or projected

actuality and a needed end result (unmet need)--as judged by a
relevant person or group using multiple objective criteria that have

been agreed upon. (p.20)

The problem with assessing need is that we are usually talking about something

other than a need--a want, for instance, or a demand. Bradshaw's four kinds

of needs address this problem. He identified

1. Normative needs: Present when an individual or group has less than

some established standard.

2. Felt need: Synonymous with want.
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3. Expressed need: Synonymous with demand.

4. Comparative need: Exists when a person or group which is similar

to another person or group is failing to receive some good or

service which the other group is receiving.

To these four, Burton and Merrill (1977) have added:

5. Anticipated need. Having to do with the projected demands of the

future.

All these needs are of the gap or discrepancy type. They exist because there

is a gap between a present and an ideal (or satisfactory) condition. Examples

of the five kinds of needs are shown in Table 1.

Educational Need

Monette (1977) defines an educational need as one which is "capable of being

satisfied through a learning experience which can provide appropriate kr,w1-

edge, skills, or attitudes." (p. 119) Dave (1976) refers to these as learning

needs. The institutional philosophy will determine what are considered valid

educational needs in practice. This will also determine which information is

required in the assessment of needs.

(See Dave, 1976, and Williams, 1978, for a discussion of the relationship

between societal needs and educational needs.)

Needs Assessment

According to Peat, Marwick & Mitchell (1978);

needs assessment includes all those formal and informal activities

that an organization uses to investigate potential markets for par-

ticular programs before offering the programs. Needs assessment

may be based on data that are systematically collected, or it may be

quite informal, as when a program director, with little or no consul-

tation, judges that a particular program will attract participants.

(p. 111-5)
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Table.
An Illustration of Kinds of Needs

AREA OF
EED

KIND
OF NEED

BASIC OR GENERAL EDUCATION RECREATION/LEISURE OCCUPATIONAL

Normative Education level below norm
for region, specific group,
country, etc.

Fitness level below norm for

age, sex, etc.

Income level below poverty
level, or below median for
country, region, locality,
specific group.

Felt Person would like to be
expert in some field.
Person wants a certain
academic credential.

Person would like to play
the piano. Person wants to
learn a foreign language.
Person wishes to be able to
sew.

Person wants "a better

job." Person wants "a

higher salary." Person

wants "more job satis-

faction."

Expressed Person takes (GED) exam.
Person borrows self-help
texts in library to pre-
pare for Graduate Record
Exam. Person applies to
institution for entrance
into program.

Person calls a music store

to ask about piano lessons.
Person enrolls in Free
School Spanish course.
Person sends for booklet:
Learn to Sew at Home.

Person signs up for voca-
tional education course.
Person enrolls in corres-
pondence course on job-
related topic. Person

sends in coupon for infor-
mation regarding an adver-
tised proprietary school

program.

Comparative Others in same profession
have higher degree.
Friends, spouse are
experts.

Neighbor can play piano.
Friends all know how to
sew.

Blacks have jobs of lower
status than whites. Women

earn less than men. Fewer

minorities in management

positions.

Anticipated Upcoming licensing stan-
dards will impose neces-
sity for credential.
Possible career change
might necessitate new
expertise.

Person might take a trip
to Europe some day and
need language. Future
move to new home might
require sewing spreads,
drapes.

Job obsolescence will mean
necessary retraining.
Automation will put x
people out of work. New
technology will require

certain skills.
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Bowers and Associates (1976) describe nine steps in needs assessment: iden-

tifying people and roles; speaking the same language; stating concerns and

goals; finding the needs; measuring and ranking the needs; setting priorities;

determining the feasibility of meeting the needs; planning the program; and

continuous reassessment. (p. 7)

Lenning's (1977) definition of needs assessment is:

an objective and systematic process for identifying and assessing

specific types of met and unmet needs of an individual, group,
organization, institution, community, or society. It provides

analytic information to selected educational decision makers that
will be of assistance to them in making needed decisions for an
educational course, program, institution, or educational system

of institutions. (p. 43)

Of all the messages passed on to us in telephone interviews and--to a somewhat

lesser extent--in the literature, this was the most important: needs assessment

is a process, not a product. It is not a synonym for survey, but involves

many methods going on constantly and simultaneously. Needs are constantly

changing; people and the society are in flux, so any survey or other method

which identifies needs at a given time can be misleading even a short while

later. Needs assessment must therefore be thought of as a process of keeping

in tune with the institution's publics. It involves communication between

the community and the institution. The process itself is dynamic and in

constant flux, because the institution, the community, and the individual

learners are all changing all the time. Not only are they changing as adult

development or organizational growth take place, they are changing in response

to the changes in one another and the influences they mutually exert upon

each other. Our definition of needs assessment is: a process of identifying,

understanding, and responding to needs.

9
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Kempfer (quoted in McW'Ion, 1970) concluded that the best approach to assessing

needs is close conta iith prospective clients, use of all pertinent informa-

tion, and a combination of needs assessment methods. Boyer (1976) suggests

continuous reassessment as the last step in the needs assessment process, thus

implying a cyclical activity. In his section on pre-operational planning,

development strategy, Medsker (1975) advocates assessing institutional options,

including resources, structure, and institutional climate; external environ-

mental conditions, including attitudes and policies of significant agencies

such as state coordinating boards and legislative bodies; potential client

needs; and programs offered by other institutions.

Aspects of Needs Assessment

There are three aspects of needs assessment most critical to a postsecondary

education institution. These aspects are: learner assessment, community assess-

ment, and provider assessment.

1. Learner Assessment. Learners are those for whom learning activities

are offered. Synonyms for learners are students, enrollees, participants,

clients, and target audiences. From a provider perspective, three groups of

learners should be considered in the assessment of learner needs: former

learners not presently served; present learners (clients); and potential

learners (clients). Potential learners include former and present learners,

as well as those not yet served.

Figure 1 shows the components for a learner needs assessment. Learner

needs are individual deficiencies (problems) that could be satisfied through

a learning experience. Learner needs may be active (conscious) or latent

10
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(subconscious, unconscious). The assessment of learner needs may focus on

one individual learner or a group of learners. Learner resources and acti-

vities interact with learner needs in determining whether needs are satisfied

(met demand) or not satisfied (unmet demand). Learner resources and activities

represent the.individual supply for meeting demand. Learner resources include

financial resources, time resources, physical resources, informational resources,

and human resources (learning capabilities). Each of t'ese learner resources

can influence the demand for educational services and programs. Learner acti-

vities include those that are self-provided as well as those that are provided

by other persons, groups, and institutions. A learner satisfied need (met

demand) results when learner resources and activities match learner needs;

a learner unsatisfied need (unmet demand) results when learner needs are not

matched by the resources and activities of the learner. While satisfied needs

may in turn stimulate the "need" for more learning activities,* the focus of

the learner assessment should be on the identification and description of un-

satisfied needs.

2. Community Assessment. A community is a societal context within which

learning activities occur. The term "community" is used most frequently to

mean a geographical location defined on the basis of political boundaries,

population density, economic activity, and/or natural resources. Within a

geographical-based community, or cutting across geographical-based communities,

interest-based communities can be identified. The members of interest-based

communities belong to organizations whose primary purposes are recreational,

cultural, religious, educational, governmental, private enterprises, etc. A

*This is equivalent to saying that those with higher levels of education want
more education, as do those who have had satisfying educational experiences.
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third meaning of the term "community" refers to a group defined on the basis

of personal traits. e.g., six, age, education level, marita, status, racial/

ethnic group, etc. A 'trait- based" community intersects both geographical-

based and interest-based communities. From a provider perspective, each of

these three types of communities is important for the identification and

description of learners, as well as for the identification and description of

alternative, cooperative, and competing providers of learning activities. In

short, a community provides a context within which a provider can assess the

supply of and demand for learning activities.

Figure 2 shows the components for a community needs assessment. These com-

ponents are parallel to these for a learner needs assessment. Community needs

are group deficiencies (problems) that potentially can be satisfied through a

learning experience. As with learner needs, community needs can be active or

latent. While individual learner and provider needs contribute to (are indi-

cators of) community needs, when summed they do not equal community needs

because community needs are greater than the sum of the parts. Community

resources and activities int...ract with community needs in determining whether

the community needs are satisfied or not. Community resources include human,

informational, physical, time, and financial resources. As with learners,

each of these community resources influences the demand for educational pro-

grams and services. Community activities include all learning activities that

are provided in the community. These activities include those offered by

providers who are located within "1 community, as well as those who are

located outside the community. A community satisfied need (met demand) results

when community resources and activities match community needs; a community

unsatisfied need (unmet demand) results when community needs are not matched

13
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by the resources and activities of the community. As with learner needs, satis-

fied community needs may stimulate the need for more learning activities. The

focus of community assessment, however, should be on the identification and

description of unsatisfied needs.

3. Provider Assessment. A provider is a person, group, or organization

by whom learning activities are offered. For purposes of this section, only

organizational providers are discussed. (Note: A learner may serve as his or

her own provider.) In addition, providers are distinguished from sponsors;

a sponsor supports learning activities through endorsement and/or financial

resources. The provider of a learning activity also may be its sponsor. In

the case of contracted services, the contractor would be the provider and the

contracting agency would be the sponsor. Within a provider organization, the

total organizational entity (e.g., college, university) would be identified

as the parent organization through which the activity is provided and the

organization sub-unit (e.g., division, department) providing the activity

would be identified as the specific provider. Organizational providers in-

clude--in addition to schools, colleges, and universities--business and

industrial organizations, labor unions, park and recreation departments,

governmental agencies (Federal, State, county, local), religious organizations,

libraries, museums, professional and trade associations, voluntary organiza-

tions, the military, mass media organizations, and a variety of social and

community organizations. These organizations not only contribute to the

supply of educational programs and services, but also create demands for

programs and services.

15
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Figure 3 shows the components for an organizational provider assessment.

The organization's mission, role, and scope of activities is the basic structure

within which learning activities are provided. An organization's philosophy

and general purpose is expressed in its mission statement. The role of the

organization is defined in relation to other providers, and organizational

scope refers to the kind and extent of activities which an organization under-

takes. The consideration of mission, role, and scope can apply to an organi-

zation as a total entity as well as to a sub-unit of a parent organization

(e.g., a department within a division, a division with an organization, an

organization within a system). Organizational constraints are learners, in-

hibitors, and controls within which an organization functions. Some organi-

zational constraints are a matter of policy (e.g., organization X has a defined

service area or can offer only noncredit courses); other organizational con-

straints are procedural or structural (e.g., in order to offer a certain pro-

gram, an organization must receive approval from X committee or X administra-

tor). Although difficult to define, another kind of constraint is conceptual,

that is, a mind set that does not permit alternative perspectives or options.

These kinds of constraints impact on the programs and services that an orga-

nization can offer. Organizational resources are the human, financial, phy-

sical, time, and informational resources of the provider. In combination, an

organization's mission/role/scope, constraints, and resources determine the.

educational programs and services it provides.

Table 2 brings together the three aspects of needs assessment and indicates

relationships among them.

16
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Table 2

Relationships Among the Three
Aspects of Needs Assessment

Target of Assessment Demand Factors Supply Factors

Learners Learner needs,
satisfied needs, and
unsatisfied needs

Learners resources and

activities

Communities
(including all
learners and

providers

Community needs,
satisfied needs, and
unsatisfied needs

Community resources
and activities

Providers (Provider needs) Provider programs and
services (mission/role/
scope; constraints;
resources)

13
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An innovative needs assessment process which is ongoing is carried out by

the American Management Association. They convene semiannually fourteen

councils of thirty members each. Each council is composed of leading prac-

titioners in one of the interest areas of the Association. Their task at

their summer and winter meetings is to discuss what is happening in their

professions--what is new since they spoke last, what new demands are being

made on them, what changes are taking place, what they are doing more and

what less. As the association members listen to these discussions, they

become aware of trends which are likely to be of importance to the general

membership. These ideas form an important part of the input into the decision

making which underlies the offering of some fifty seminars each week by the

Association.

A technique described by McMahon (1970) involves the story of a county agent

who had a special method for finding out about community needs. "He would

go into a rural community and seat himself outside the general store. He

was a confirmed whittler, and he would take out his pocketknife and a block

of wood, and he would sit there and whittle. As he whittled, he would listen.

At the end of the day, it is alleged, he would know all that was necessary

to know about the needs of that community." (p. 38)

While the authors do not advocate taking up whittling as a hobby, they do

suggest that sensitivity to what is going on in the community involves being

out in it with one's ears and eyes open as a sensitive and active community

participant. We see needs assessment as a communication system 1;nking the

institution with the community and the people in it.

14
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Within the context of your institution, what meaning does needs
assessment have to you?

What activities are you now involved in which you can now identify
as being part of needs assessment?

Are there activities regularly carried out by your institutions
which could be broadly interpreted as needs assessment or which
provide the potential for needs assessment information gathering?
(e.g., participating in community activities, liaison with state
and local government agencies; inter-institutional cooperation).
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II. Focusing on Needs-Assessment Information

After establishing objectives and defining the audience for a needs-assessment

study, the question of focus arises. Focus refers to the center of attention

of the needs assessment: the needs themselves. Who determines that a need

exists? Whose needs? What needs will be "assessed"? What information about

needs is required for the assessment?

In this paper, we address these questions and present a classification

structure for identifying needs. In connection with this classification

structure, we suggest some areas in which specific information about needs

may be sought. Then we identify some sample questions in these areas which

come from instruments collected during tFis project.

Who determines need?

An all-important question deals with the judgment that a need exists and/or

that it ought to be responded to. Clearly, this is a value judgment. The

problem, according to McMahon (1970), is that, all too often, it has been

the educator who has determined needs by deciding what offerings the in-

stitution will make to the public. "Determination of need," he says,

"requires a meeting of the minds between educator and prospective client."

(p.22)

In describing how learning needs should be assessed, Dave (1976) asks:

"What should be the role of the local community, national authorities,

1



specialists (e.g., in agriculture) and others in determining learning needs

of a particular rural area and especially the poorer pockets within the

area?" (p. 13)

Peat, Marwick, & Mitchell (1978) assert: "It is providers' percepticins of

demand, vs. actual demand, that determines supply." (p. iii) and "most

institutions rely on the personal judgments of individual staff persons and

informed conversations among staff as the basis for program decisions."

(p. iv)

Boyle and Jahns, in the 1970 AEA Handbook, advise the adult educator to

determine needs on the basis of information about potential learners, con-

temporary social and economic environment, and subject matter.

It is important to keep in mind that needs expressed or felt by learners,
C,

community representatives and institutional spokesmen`; are an important

source of information for institutions desiring to plan a program, but that

filters will constantly intervene between the expressed needs and the edu-

cational offerings the institution will be able to make. The question of who

determines the actual need and the institutional response to that need must

be faced in order to make an honest assessment of the decision-making pro-

cess.

22
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Whose needs?

Three targets of assessment are identified as possible foci for needs assess-

ment. These are learners, providers and communities. Learners are the parti-

cipants in learning activities. The learners' perspective is not singular.

Different learners will look at learning activities in different ways; the

concept of need can be expected to differ from one learner to another.

Providers are the Persons, groups, organizations, and institutions that offer

learning activities for adults. Like that of learners, the providers' per-

spective is not a singular one. Needs can appear very differently where the

provider is the learner himself/herself, a person other than the learner, an

informal group, or an educational institution; or, whether learning activities

are the primary, secondary, or tertiary purpose of the provider.

Communities are groups defined by some common attribute of their members. The

communities' perspective offers multiple ways of looking at needs: from the

viewpoint of groups defined on the basis of political boundaries (e.g., towns,

cities, counties, states, regions, nations); the viewpoint of demographic-

based groups (e.g., rural, urban); or, from the viewpoint of interest-based

groups (e.g., private enterprise, unions, professional associations, govern-

ment, or public services). The community perspectives offer alternative ways

in which the needs of learners and providers can be described.

Each of these perspectives can also he viewed as a target for assessment. In

other words, in assessing the needs area, "purposes," one would have to target

the assessment toward learners or providers or the community, as each may have

a different need. A learner's need might be represented by his/her motivation.
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The provider's need would be influenced by the role, scope, and mission of

the institution. The community's need might be based on social conditions

needing improvement.

What needs?

The obvious question is not always the first one to be asked. People have all

kinds of needs about which it might be interesting to gather information, but

not all of them are pertinent to the postsecondary education community and to

the particular institution trying to learn what it should provide to adult

learners.

The purposes of the institution will, of course, determine the specific needs

to be addressed. The perception of the institutional function, the constraints

imposed upon the institution from influences outside it (such as accrediting

agencies), the institutional climate for change, and the institution's flexi-

bility, all have an impact on the kinds of needs about which the institution

will want information.

Although it has become fashionable to insist that postsecondary education is

learner-centered, the actuality of the matter may not bear out this claim.

We suggest that, in order to better serve the public, administrators must

assess the needs of learners, of the community, and of their own institutions.

NCHEMS Handbook of Terminology for Classifying and Describing the Learning

Activities of Adults (1978) provides a framewor' for the detailed descrip-

tion of learners (pp. V3 - V4). Many existing surveys have examined learner

populations to.ascertain the motivations, felt needs, and preferences of adults.

20
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The by-now classic work of Johnstone and Rivera (1965), the Carp, Peterson,

& Roelfs (1973) study, and the surveys conducted by states, such as

Colorado (1975) are all of this type. Johnson (1967) differentiates among

the training needs of the individual, the group, and the organization in his

article in the ASTI) Handbook. If the learner is to be the focus of adult

education programs, understanding learners' needs is of high importance for

institutions.

The needs of a community can be seen as the sum of the needs of the learners

in it, or as being more than that. McMahon (1970) argues that communities

have needs greater than those obtained by adding up individual needs. If

one takes a systems approach to community, it is clear that individual needs

are an important subsystem of community needs, but cannot be aggregated

simply to describe adequately what the needs of the community are. The NCHEMS

Handbook (1978) gives detailed descriptors for communities (p. V-3).

An important component of any community is its institutional structure. Within

the community, individuals are organized into institutions, organizations,

groups, and associations of many kinds. Many individuals belong to more than

one such institution. The needs of these institutions are of great importance

in assessing community needs. In addition, many of these institutions are

themselves providers of educational services to their members and to the

community at large. A needs assessment must take the institutional com-

ponents of the community into consideration.

The needs of the institution performing the assessment must also be taken

into account. This means having a clear understanding of the institution--
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its goals, purposes, potential for service, facilities, and financial,

human, and informational resources. Whether or not it is made explicit,

the question of institutional need is at the heart of the assessment any

institution makes. Does the institution need to increase its student body?

Does it have facilities which are going to waste, and which it needs to

find _se for? Does it hive faculty members it doesn't want to lose, but who

are under-utilized? Does it have a mandate from an accrediting institution

or some funding body to "do a needs assessment"? Is it undergoing an admini-

strative and philosophical crisis, leading it to reconsider its traditional

aprivach to providing education for adults? A set of descriptors for insti-

tutions (providers) is included in the NCHEMS Handbook (1978) (p. V-3 - V-4).

What needs information is required?

The Handbook of Terminology for Classifying and Describing the Learning Activities

of Adults identifies the following categories of information, which can be used

in identifying needs. Each of these can be related to Learners, Providers, and

Communities.

Description includes identification and characteristics.

Purposes are the aims toward which a learning activity is directed. A

learner's purpose is an important component of his/her educational needs.

Communities and institutions also have purposes which must be understood

in order to assess needs.

Content represents the subject matter and subject areas that are reflected

in learning activities for adults.

Methods are the ways in which the .teaching and learning of adults take

place.



Financial resources are the funds needed by learners, communities, and

providers in connection with educational activities.

Physical resources include facilities and equipment needed for educational

activities.

Human resources are the persons involved in offering learning activities.

Time resources include aspects of time relating to educational activity.

Information resources involve needed information concerning educational

activities.

Support Functions are the activities that enable a.id support activities for

teaching and learning. They include Governance and policy setting, mavige-

ment, guidance and counseling, testing and placement, research and evaluation,

and design and production of learning resources and logistical services.

Outcomes are the planned and unplanned (or intended and unintended) results

from a earning activity.

Fable 1 is a representation of needs assessment as a matrix, where needs

areas are matched with targets of assessment to identify specific items of

information about needs.

As awexample of the use of the matrix, we have iJentified each cell by a

combination of letters indicating, first, the initial letter of the name of

the row (L, C, or P), and second the initial letter (or letters) of the name

of the column (0, P, C, M, FR, PR, HR, TR, IR, SF, 0). The cell at the
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upper left corner would therefore be LD: descriptive information about

learners.

To examine the usefulness of the matrix, let us assume that we wish to focus

on learner needs in the area of content. We are therefore interested in cell

LC. Some possible learner needs we might want information about concern sub-

jects for which learners perceive a need or express a preference.
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Appendix:

Sample "Draft" Instruments
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SAMPLE: INSTRUMENT A

POTENTIAL STUDEmT NEEDS ASSESSMENT

PURPOSE: To Assess the Needs of Potential Student Clients

for a Given Institution
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IlMpIC110N:..

2

Specific directions are given for completing many of the que',tions in

Ihic queThonnairc. Where nn direclifi. are given, plea,,e circic Llic

number or leiter of the most appropriate response, such as in the sample

question below.

Sample.

A Are you currently married?

0 Yes

0 No

If you are not currently married, you would circle the number 1.
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0 What is your sex?

0 Female

1 Male

How do you describe yourself? Circle one.

0 American Indian or Alaskan Native

1 Asian, Pacific Islander, or Filipino

2 Black or Afro-Ainerican

3 Hispanic, Chicano, or Spanish-speaking American

4 White or Caucasian

5 Other

® How old are you?

®

0 Under 18

1 18 to 22 years

2 23 to 25 years

3 26 to 30 years

4 31 to 40 years

5 41 to 50 years

6 51 to 60 years

7 61 years or more

Are you currently married?

0 Yes

1 No
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0 Do you feel that you have a penuent. hudcop?

U No

1 Yes, restricted nobility

2 Yes, restricted hearing

3 Yes, restricted vision

4 Yes, but I prefer riot to record it on this form

5 Other

4

r', 1't'ir (7' I ! lb!? 1111.1'./.

What is the Postal Service Zip code at the place you consider to be
your current residence?

7

7 The following list give the reasons why people would seek out education
or training after high school. Which would apply to you?

Academic Reasons

A lo increase my knowledge and understanding mi an academic field

II lo obtain a certificate or degree

C, lo complete Lourses necessary to Lrdw,lcr Lo dnoLher cducdLion,Il

institution

I) Other
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laieer-riepaialion Reasons

L lo discover my career inIeleqs

F To formulate long-term career plans and/orgoals

,. Fo prepare for a new career

H Other

Job or Lreer-Improvement Reasons

1 lo improve my knowledge, technical skills, and/or competencies
required for my job or career

J To increase my chances for a raise and/or promotion

K Other

Social- and Lulfural-ParLicipation Reasons

L ro become actively involved in student life and campus activities

N To increase my participation in cultural and social events

N To meet people

0 Other

reisonal-Develoment and Enrichment Reasons

I' ro increase my self-confidence

Q To improve my leadership skills

R fo improve my ability to yet along with others

S lo learn skills that will enrich my daily life or make me a more
complete person

T ro develop my ability to be indelendenl, 'elf-ieliait, a"
- adaptable

U Other
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Family Reasons

I)

1 To be a better parent

') To deal with brothers and sisters bette.

3 To learn how to solve family problems

4 To cope with aging parents

5 To manage home finances better

6 To be a better homemaker

7 To improve your marriage

8 Other

Civic Reasons

9 To le,..1 more about how to solve community problems

10 To learn more about community affairs and public issues

11 To contribute to the government of your town, state, or country

12 Other

Leasure or Recreational Reasons

13 To improve skill in a sport

14 To learn about a hobby, such as stamp or coin collecting

15 To learn to play a musical instrument

16 To acquire skill in dancing or acting

17 To appreciate art, literature, or music more intelligently

18 Other
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0

0

s

7

From the list of reasons why peo le might seek education or training

after high school in Question 7 please select the three that you

would think are more important and enter their codes below. For

example, if you think that the most important reason would be "to

obtain a degree or certificate," enter the letter B in the first

box.

Nos L

Impor Lan L r1 Second M1sL Third Ih,L 1.

hvorlanL 1 wpm' Lan L i

The following list gives some of the subject areas that people study

after high school. Please check all of those which are areas that

you think you might like to take.

(list to come)

From this list of subject areas please select the three that are the

most interesting to you and enter their codes below. For example, if

you think that the thing you would most be interested in studying would

be "French language or literature" enter the letter F in the first box

.
Interesting 11 Interesting
Most Second most

41
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I

I

0

e

0

8

If you went back to school, when would you most prefer to take
classes?

0 Weekday mornings

1 Weekday afternoons

2 Weekday evenings

3 Anytime during the week

4 Anytime during the weekend
5 No preference

If you were to go back to school, at what season of the year would you
want to take classes

0 Spring

1 Summer

2 Fall

3 Winter

4 Year-round

5 Not year-round but n prof,2rence

Now often would you be able to attend a -sssion of a class or other
learning activity

0 daily

1 four times a week

2 three times a week

3 two times a week

4 once a week

5 twice a month

6 once a month

7 Other
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'.)

C) Some people prefer intensive -ne arrangements for classes while others

prefer to have them spread over a longer period. Would you be interested

in courses or learning activities that required you to attend

0 all day Saturday for six weeks

I two or three weekends

2 all day for two or three weeks continuously

3 all day and evening for one or two weeks continuously

4 all day and evening for three or four days, including one weekend

5 Other

C5)
For how long a period of time would you like to continue one learning

activity

0 two weeks

1 one month

2 six weeks

3 two months

4 ten weeks

5 three months

6 one quarter

7 one semester

8 one year

9 Other
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!)

(E)
Some people have definate preferences for the way in which they learn.

Which of the following would be most preferable to you?

o

A Independent study, for example correspondence, home study

B Directed study, such as tutorial instruction

C Directed experiental learning, for example apprenticeships,

on-the-job training

D Self-directed learning, such as do-it-yourself projects

E Classes

F Small group meetings such as workshops, seminars, institutes

G Large group meetings, for example conferences, conventions, or

lectures

H Demonstrations

I Trips or tours

J Action projects such as working with a committee to solve a
community problem, involving students in projects in the

community, etc.

How far would you be able to travel to take part in a learning

activity which was scheduled on a regular, recurring basis (like

once a week)?

1 Less than a mile

2 One to five miles

3 Six to ten miles

4 Eleven to twenty miles

5 More than twenty miles

In what kind of facility would you prefer to take a learning activity?

1 in a classroom

2 in an informal, seminar-type room

3 in a library

4 outdoors

5 where you work

6 at home

7 Other
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If o learning activity requirLd you to live away from home would you

participate?

1 Yes, I would prefer to live away from home while learning

2 Yes, I would participate although I would not prefer to live
away from home

3 No

Which of the following ways of learning would you prefer to learn

1 In a situation where there was a live instructor and the opportunity
for face-to-face interchange

2 In o "mediated" situation such as over television, from a tape
or cassette, etc.

3 A combination of face-to-face and mediated situations

If there were a charge for taking a course you wanted, how much would

you be willing to pay?

per course

per credit hour

per week

per month

per year

How would you pay the amount you indicated?

A from your current income

B from savings or other assets

C from additional employment you would take on

D from borrowing

E from some other form of financial assistance like a scholarship
or grant
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12

From what kind of organization would you most prefer to take a course

or participate in a learning activity?

A private instructor/tutor

B local elementary or secondary school

C public two-year college

D public four-year college

E public university

F private college or university

G church, synagog, or other religious organization

H library or museum

I employer

J labor union or trade association

K other civic, social, or voluntary association

Which of the following factors would be important to you in deciding

where you would take a course or get a learning opportunity?

A the academic reputation

B the kinds and numbers of courses offered

C what former students said about it

D what teachers or friends said about it

E What e counselor said about it

F What my employer thought about it

G How much it cost

H How much financial assistance was available if I went there

I Its social reputation

J It was close to my home

K It was in a different location

L The kinds of services it provided in addition to the course

M There were people there I could identify with

M It was small and intimate

0 It was large and anonymous

P It was the only place where the opportunity to take a course
was conveniently available to me
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Additional questions may have bcim added to this printed form by your

college. If you have been asked to answer additional questions,please

use the boxes below to record your responses.

A B !) 1 i I f 1 K

l, M N 0

Please use the space below for any comments you have about our college,
this questionnaire, or anything else you care to share with us.
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Please see the instructions before completing items (2 0) through 29

(]) Social Security Number

4111

Name

Last

Current address

First Middle

Number, street, apartment, unit, etc.

City State

Telephone number

Area code Number



SAMPLE: INSTRUMENT B

COMMUNITY NEEDS ASSESSMENT

PURPOSE: To Assess the Needs of Community Agencies

and Organizations
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r
0 What type of

organization do you represent?

A Religious organization
B Library

C Museum

0 Labor union

E
Professional/trade organization

F Civic organization

G Voluntary organization
H Fraternal organization
I Foundation

J Social or community organization

0 What percentage of your
membership/constituency are

C.) % Male

% Female

®

e

% American Indian or Alaskan Native
% Asian, Pacific Islander, or Filipino
% Black or Afro-American

% Hispanic, Chicano, or
Spanish-speaking American

% White or Caucasian

% Under 18

% 18 to 22 years

^/, 23 to 25 years

% 26 to 30 years

% 31 to 40 years

% 41 to 50 years

% 51 to 60 years

% 61 years or older



0 What is the Postal Service Zip Code at the place where your organization

has its primary headquarters or office

'5 3



0 H,w would you describe the needs of
your membership/constituency cor
ed.,,ation or training activities
which would help them achieve each
of the following goals?

To increase their knowledge in
an academic field

To obtain degrees or certificates

To complete courses necessary for
admission to a four-year college
or university

To discover their career interests i

To formulate long-term career
plans or goals

(il To prepare for new careers
r.)

To improve their knowledge,
technical skills, and/or
mpetencies for their current

joFs or careers

To increase their chances for
raises or promotions

To become active in student
life or campus activities

To increase their participation
in cultural or .social events

54
To meet people Ti

To increase their self-confidence

To improve their leadership skills

This is a need of our membership whIch-

Our organization Some other organization Is not being
is meeting is meeting met

Fully Partially Fully Partially

n

Li 0

----. E
r--
.....___

Li7

- -
1 i

0

,___

r---

'1

Li_ =
! , U

I_ 1-1 Li

This is not a
need of our
membership

a
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(membership/constituent needs,
continued)

To improve their ability to
get along with others

To learn skills which will
enrich their daily lives or
make them more complete
persons

To develop their abilities to
be independent, self-reliant,
and adaptable

To become better parents

To deal better with brothers
and sisters

To learn how to solve family
problems

To cope with aging parents

To manage home finances better

To become better homemakers

To improve their marriages

To learn more about how to solve
commuaity problems

To learn more about community
affairs and public issues

To contribute to the government
of our town, state, or country

To improve skills in a sport

To learn about a hobby, such as
stamp or coin collecting

56

This is a need of our membership which
Our organization Some other organization Is not being

is meeting is meeting met
Fully Partially Fully Partially

El

F-

P
I

LI

fl

This is not a
need of our
membership

n

n
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58

(membership/constituent needs,

continued)

To learn to play a musical
instrument

To acquire skill in dancing
or acting

To appreciate art, literature,
or music more intelligently

This is a need of our membership which

Our organization Some other organization Is not being

is meeting is meeting met

Fully Partially Fully Partia'ly

E

n

:--

This is not a
need of our
membership

a a a

E
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0 From this list of needs of your membership/constituency which might
be met through education or learning activities, which would you
consider to be the three most important? Enter the code of the
reason in the box below. For example, if you think their greatest
need would be for programs to assist them in learning how to solve
family problems enter the code letter "X" in the first box

Most

Important
Second most
Important

Third most
Important

How would you describe the needs of your membership/constituency
for programs of education or training in each of the following
areas?

High

(List to come)

Moderate Low None

From the list of subject areas, which would you consider to be the
three rat needed by your membership/constituency? For example, if
you think that they most need training in the English language enter
the code letter "X" in the first box

Most

Important
Second most
Important

55
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When would it be most convenient for your membership/constituency
to participate in education or learning activities?

0 Weekday mornings

1 Weekday afternoons

2 Weekday evenings

3 Anytime during the week

4 Weekends

5 No preference

What time of the year would it be most convenient for your membership/
constituency to participate in educatin or learning activities

0 Spring

1 Summer

2 Fall

3 Winter

4 Year-round

5 Not year-round but no preference

Now often would your membership /constituency be able to attend a class
or other learning activity?

0 daily

1 four times a week

2 three times a week

3 two times a week

4 once a week

5 twice a month

6 once a month

7 Other

56
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Some people
prefere intensive time

arrangemr,ts for classes while
others prefer to have them spread over a longer

period of time.What would be the
preferences of your

membership/constituency for
courses or learning

activities which would require them to attend

All day Saturday for
six weeks

Two or three weekends
All day for two or three
weeks continuously

All day and evening for one
or two weeks

continuously
All day and evening for three
or four days,

including one
weekend

Preferred
Not preferred No Prc

O
Li
Li

L

For how long a period of time would your membership
/constituency be

able to
participate in courses or learning

activities?
0 two weeks

1 one month

2 six weeks

3 two months

4 ten weeks

5 three months

6 one quarter

7 one semester

8 one year

9 Other

If there were a charge for taking a course they wanted, how much do
you think your

me0Jership/constituency would be willing to pay?per tours:

per credit hour

per week

per month

per year
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What role could your organization or agency play in providing
education and learning activities for your membership/constituency?

Check all that apply

J Provide space to offer the program at no cos,

{j Provi 'le staff to offer the program

0 Provide mailing lists and access to records to help in

publicizing the program

0 Subsidize all of the costs

0 Subsidize part of the costs

0 Not play any role at all

58
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Additional questions may have be'm added to this printed form by your

college. If you have been asked to answer additional questions, please
use the boxes below to record your responses.

A BC D E F G H I J K

L M N 0

Please use the space below for any comments you have about our college,
this questionnaire, or anything else you care to share with us.
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o Agency/organization identification

Name of agency or

organization

Name of individual

completing this
survey

Title of individual

Agency/organization
mailing address

Telephone number

Number, street, apartment, unit, etc.

City and state

Area code Number

60 65
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SAMPLE: INSTRUMENT C

INSTITUTIONAL NEEDS ASSESSMENT

PURPOSE: To Assess the Capabilities and Resources

for a Given PSE Institution

61
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0 What type of institution do you represent?

0 Elementary or secondary school

1 Single program occupational school

2 Two-year college

3 Specialized or professional institution

4 General baccalaureate college

5 Comprehensive institution

6 Major doctoral granting institution

7 Free university

8 Learning network

9 Educational brokering agency

10 Educational clearinghouse

11 Educational consortium

0 What type of organization is responsible for the governance of your
institution?

0 A federal agency

1 A state agency

2 A local governmental agency

3 IA private not-for-profit group or organization

4 A private for-profit group or organization

0 Is your institution legally authorized by the state in which you are
located to grant degrees or certificates?

. 0 Yes

1 No

0 What is the Postal Service Zip Code at the place where your institution

provides most of its classes?

n k \ n
b2
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e) How many individuals received education or learning experiences from your
institution last year?

0 What percent of those individuals were

Full-time for credit

% Part time for credit

% Not fir credit

O7 Male

% Female

% American Indian or Alaskan Native

1 Asian, Pacific Islander, or Filipino

Black or Afro-American

% Hispanic, Chicano, or Spanish-speaking American

% White or Caucasian

1 Under 18 years

% 18 to 22 years

% 23 to 25 years

% 26 to 30 years

31 to 40 years

41 to 50 years

51 to 60 years

% 61 years or older
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.1,

0 What is the total number (FTE) of employees in your institution?

Administrative

Instructional or research professional (line professional)

Support professional (staff professional)

Secretarial or clerical

Other

0 What do you consider to be the "service area" of your institution?

0 National

1 A several-state region

2 A state

3 A several-county region

4 A county

5 A city

6 A geographical area smaller than a city

7 Only our own members or constituents (regardless of geography)

CA
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(9) Which of the following kinds of courses does your institution offer?

(check all that apply)

0 Basic or general

1 Continuing professional

2 Occupational

3 Family

4 Recreational or leisure

5 Social development

6 Sfif-development

(E) In which of the following areas do you provide courses?

(list to come)

(13) When do you provide most of your classes?

0 Weekday morninss

1 Weekday afternoons

2 Weekday evenings

3 Anytime during the week

4 Anytime during the week or weekend

5 Only on the weekend

0 What percentage of your classes/learning activities would be available
to students who wanted to attend in the

Spring

7, Summer

7, Fall

Winter
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(12)What percentage of courses/learning activities does your institution

normally offer

% daily

% four times a week

% three times a week

% two times a week

% once a week

% twice a month

% once a month

% Other

0 What percentage of courses/learning activities at your institution
normally last for

% two weeks or less

% one month

% six weeks

% two months

% ten weeks

% three months

one quarter

% one semester

% one year nr more

"4 Other
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(E) What percentage of your classes/learning activities are offered

% according to a regular schedule

% according to student demand

::16 What percentage of your classes/learning activities are offered as

% independent study, for example correspondence, home study

% directed study, such as tutorials

% directed experiential learning, for example apprenticeships,
on-the-job training, co-op

% self-directed learning, such as do-it-yourself projects

% classes

% small group meetings such as workshops, seminars, institutes

% large group meetings such as conferences, conventions, or lectures

Z demonstrations

trips or tours

action projects such as working with a committee to solve a

community problem, involving students in projects in the
community, etc.

What percentage of your classes/learning activities are offered at

7 main campus

regional learning or extension center

business or industrial site

% community center, agency, library, etc.

home

% Other

7

(121 What percentage of your classes/learning activities are offered

% in a situation where there is a live instructor and the opportunity
for face-to-Lce interchange

% in a "mediated" situation such as over television, from a tape or
cassette, etc.

% a combination of face-to-face and mediated situations
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60 What percentage of those participating in classes/learning activities
provided by your institution can live "on campus" in institutionally-
owned, operated, or arranged housing?

(0) Is public A.ansportation to and from your institution available

0 Yes, it is available conveniently

1 Yes, it is available but not convenient

2 No, it is not available

(21) Is parking available at or near your institution

0 Yes, free

1 Yes, metered, hourly rated lots, or similar

2 Yes, on a weekly or monthly basis

3 Generally not available

0 How much do you normally charge students at your institution for tuition
and fees?

$

II

per F-1 course

0 credit hour or unit

r-1 week

El month

I-1 semester or quarter

II] year
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GFrom which of the following programs can those who take classes/learning
activities at your institution re..eive support? Check all that apply

O Basic Educational Opportunity Grants (BEOG)

Ej Supplemental Educatational Opportunity Grants (SEOG)

E National Direct Student Loans (NDSL)

0 College Work-Study Employment (CWS)

Federally-Insured or Guaranteed Student Loans (FISL, GSL)

O Veterans Benefits

El State Scholarships or Grants
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(271) Institutional identification

Name of institution

Name of individual
completing this
survey

Title of individual

Address of institution

Telephone number

Number, street, unit, etc.

City and State

Area code Number
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